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Research question- 

At our school, does Respect impact 
students learning?  If so, what do 
students need to feel respected. 

We thought of this question because we saw that there was 
some lack of respect and that can cause students to get in 
trouble which can lead to getting on tier two or being 
suspended which causes you to miss out on their education.  



Method



Method 
How we came up with our method is... 

● We thought about how teachers respect the class and the 
students in it.  Then we created a rubric with different 
elements of an engaging respectful classroom.  We 
brainstormed what it would look like in a class that was 
amazing, just ok, and unwelcoming.  

● We went and observed 8 classes to see how teachers run 
classes and used the rubric to record our results.

● We also we wrote out a survey that told us what students 
felt about the class. 



Respect Rubric
Unsatisfactory (Unwelcoming) Proficient (OK) Exemplary (Amazing)

Getting to 
Know 
Students

·         Teachers ignoring students
·         Teachers not helping students 
individually
·         Teachers not answering students’ 
questions
·         Teachers not knowing student's’ 
name
·         Teachers telling students to get 
out or questioning them without a 
greeting first

·  Teachers know students’ 
names
·  Teacher checks on students 
individually when they are asking 
for help
·  Teacher asks students’ 
questions

·         Teacher asks students 
questions without making them 
uncomfortable
·         Greets all students by name
·         Teacher takes interest in what 
students do outside of school

Engaging 
Students

·         Teacher doesn’t notice students 
when hands are raised
·         Students are not looking at the 
teacher or talking to someone
·         Only certain students are called 
on

·         Teacher calls on different 
students throughout the 
lesson
·         Teachers answer student’s 
questions

·         Teachers ask questions and 
check in frequently with students
·         Students are focused on their 
work
·         Students are looking at the 
teacher
·         Students are getting to move 
around during the lesson



 Unsatisfactory (Unwelcoming) Proficient (OK) Exemplary (Amazing)

Responding to 
Inappropriate 
Behavior

·         Teachers call students out but 
don’t listen to them or ask them 
questions about how they feel
·         No warnings are given
·         Only certain students are 
disciplined for the same behavior
·         Teacher threatens students 
with buddy rooms
·         No acknowledgement for 
positive behavior

·         Teachers talk to students 
about their behavior, but not 
privately
·         Teachers give warnings
·         No threats are given

·         Teachers talk to student about 
their behaviors by asking questions 
privately
·         Teachers disciplines students 
consistently for the same behaviors
·         Students with positive behaviors 
are acknowledged

Talk vs Work 
Time (Giving 
Instructions)

·         Teacher talks most of the hour
·         Instructions are too slow or 
rushed

·         Teacher talks for half of 
the time and students work 
the other half of the time

·  Teacher gives some direction and 
then students work independently or in 
groups most of the hour

Respect 
towards 
Teacher

·         Students are out of their seats
·         Students are talking when the 
teacher is talking

·  Students are listening to the 
teacher
·  Students are working

·         Students are encouraging 
others to show respect
·         Students are putting for extra 
effort in class



Survey Questions
1.       Do you feel welcomed/included in this class?

Not at all          Only Sometimes           Most of the Time          Always

 2.       Do you feel safe?

Not at all          Only Sometimes           Most of the Time          Always

 3.       Do you feel respected?

Not at all          Only Sometimes           Most of the Time          Always

 4.       Do you feel challenged?

 Not at all          Only Sometimes           Most of the Time          Always

 5.       How much do you feel you are learning in this class?

Nothing              A Little                            Some                A Lot



Results
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Our Results 
We feel like when students respect their teachers, they do 
learn more and participate more in class.  

Survey results were similar for each teacher across the 
questions, so this makes us think how students feel about 
their teachers does influence how much they are learning.

Students need attention to feel respected.



Recommendations 
and learning



Recommendations  
The teachers should do more fun things in the classrooms so the 
students won’t be bored in the class. 

The teachers should try using more call and response.

We wondered if teachers and students were acting different 
while we observed their class.

We noticed differences in how classrooms looked when we had 
that teacher a different hour.

Honesty and treating students fairly is important.

Even though teachers had very different styles, we observed 
them to be proficient in most areas.



What we learned 
I learned that not all teachers teach and engage students the 
same way. (Amey)

I learned that students like teachers more than they say (?

I learned that students have very strong opinions. (Khallyah)

I learned that teachers can act differently when they are under 
a microscope. (Yusra)

I learned that teachers care about their students opinions. 
(Mohamed)


